Best Practice for HP StorageWorks EVA4400 in Mac OS
video post production using ATTO Fibre Channel HBA
and Quantum StorNext File system
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Executive Summary
Apple based storage solutions are evolving into more sophisticated, high-end environments requiring
multiple users to share access to large amounts of storage while maintaining the high-throughput
performance rates required for the rich media and content applications they serve. This trend can be
attributed to the steady and rapid displacement of linear editing techniques within post-production
facilities and the very dynamic and diverse workflows these facilities employ. Non-linear editing has
created many new opportunities and challenges for both IT managers of post editing facilities and
hardware and post-production solution providers. As workflows require that multiple hosts share the
same pool of storage; manageability, flexibility, sustained throughput performance, minimal latency,
and most important, a highly available redundant storage system become critical to the design of
shared and robust storage solution.
Post production IT managers not only have the difficult task of sorting through the multitude of
post-production storage solution offerings but they must also understand how to efficiently tune these
solutions to get the most flexibility, availability, and performance that meet their requirements. The
lack of documentation highlighting clear and thorough tuning best practices results in many postproduction environments being mistuned or mis-configured making the solution vulnerable to
component failures and performance issues which most often result in hefty consulting fees.
This paper explores and outlines a flexible, cost-effective, high performance, and highly available
post-production SAN solution based on products and technologies from Hewlett-Packard
StorageWorks Division, Quantum Corporation enterprise-class clustered file system, and ATTO
Technologies high performance Fibre Channel Host Bus Adapters (HBA). This joint solution
demonstrates through a clear and straightforward methodology, a set of detailed tuning best practices
that will help post-production IT managers configure a highly available and redundant storage
solution that will yield high performance and return on investment (ROI) while providing a flexible
infrastructure for collaboration within relevant workflows.

The challenges
As media production facilities continuously tweak and improve their workflows to facilitate more
efficient collaboration among their creative personnel and meet the demands imposed by the various
video and still formats available; effectively tuning the shared SAN environment used in their post
production activities is absolutely critical. When organizations lose access to their storage due to
hardware malfunctions, basic maintenance or changes to the storage infrastructure, the cost of
storage downtime can add up quickly. Businesses concerned with this kind of downtime are moving
to higher-end storage solutions that feature redundant components with multiple connection paths
between the workstations and the storage. The lack of proper SAN tuning brings about the same
availability and performance concerns as they can impact the ability for editors and designers to meet
strict and aggressive deadlines.
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As changes are made to the organization’s workflow, number of editing stations, (and video formats
to name a few) monitoring, and tuning is vital to maintain the performance and collaborative
flexibility that meets the facility’s business needs. For post-production IT managers, it is imperative to
assess the shared SAN environment continuously and take appropriate tuning actions. Storage
administrators must be able to answer the following questions and most importantly understand which
tuning parameters will yield the most positive desired outcome.
• What is the optimal diskgroup configuration?
• What is the optimal number of LUNs per Stripe Group?
• What is the optimal LUN size?
– Is it best to start with smaller size Vdisks and grow the file system with additional Stripe Groups
when additional capacity is needed?
– What is the impact of rebalancing
• What is the optimal number of Stripe Groups?
• When should multiple file systems be considered over a single more flexible file system?
• What is the optimum stripe group stripe size?
• When is it time to scale out vs. scaling up the SAN environment?
• What are the optimal HBA settings?
• What is the relationship between the number workstations and Stripe Groups?
– For examples: How many concurrent streams/editors can the system handle?
• What are the read/write ratio capabilities of the SAN system
• What is the guaranteed minimum latency?
• Can the storage solution sustain hardware components failures (HBA, Switch, Array controller,
and others)?
The ability to answer all these questions enables IT managers to make the right decisions to
tune the SAN environment. If you are an IT manager in need of understanding any of the preceding
questions/challenges listed, then this paper is for you.
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Solution technology components
ATTO Technology, Quantum, and HP have teamed up to offer a high-end, completely redundant
video production solution designed to enhance collaborative workflows and increase productivity by
keeping content available in real-time for multiple users. The result is a solution focused on less
downtime which significantly increases productivity due to uninterrupted access to the storage media.
The solution technology components ATTO, Quantum, and HP explored in the paper provide a rich
media storage solution that enables:
– Flexibility
– Highly Availability
– Ease of management
– Simple tuning
– High Performance
– Seamless collaboration

Figure 1: Solution technology components
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Quantum technology components
Quantum StorNext File System (SNFS)
The StorNext File System (SNFS) is the key enabler of a collaborative workflow environment where a
variety of digital content such as video, images, and analytical data can be shared and accessed
simultaneously by multiple computers at very high speed.
StorNext File System enables the creation of shared pools of images, media content, analytical data,
and other key digital assets, which are made accessible across multiple operating systems. As a
result, StorNext reduces storage costs and the expenses normally associated with digital asset
retention. StorNext provides fast, effective data sharing of this consolidated storage pool for any
servers or workstations mounting the file system. Even if they're running different operating systems,
these computers have access to the shared data pool and eliminate any performance bottlenecks
normally associated with traditional, serialized, workflow processes. Quantum's StorNext data
management software provides Apple Xsan, Final Cut Studio, and Final Cut Server customers with a
solution to seamlessly upgrade their storage environment into a shared storage pool that supports
third-party disk storage. StorNext also fully integrates Xsan clients with Linux, Windows and UNIX
workstations, and servers.
For more information on StorNext File System, please visit:
www.quantum.com/stornext

ATTO Technology components
ATTO Technology 8GB Celerity (FC-84EN/FC-82EN/FC-81EN) Fibre Channel HBA family
The ATTO Celerity 8GB Fibre Channel HBA family, features PCIe 2.0 interconnect. This family of
HBAs is capable of achieving speeds up to 1600 MB/s per channel and is designed to be able to
support and sustain the requirements of high bandwidth video post-production facilities.
Additionally, through close collaboration with HP StorageWorks, ATTO Technology supported by
HP Fibre Channel HBA drivers was specifically designed to provide improved performance when
connected to HP StorageWorks Enterprise Virtual Arrays (EVA). Increased performance is achieved by
leveraging Asymmetric Logical Unit Access (ALUA) capabilities of the array.
This partnership between ATTO and HP make the ATTO HBA one of the best choices for implementing
all post-production SAN configuration with HP StorageWorks EVA.

HP technology components
HP StorageWorks EVA4400 disk array
The HP StorageWorks EVA4400 offers an enterprise-class virtual storage system at a very affordable
price, to match the price point of the midsized customers. The HP Enterprise Virtual Array (EVA) is
designed for environments where there is a critical need for high availability, for improved storage
utilization and scalability. In addition to a highly advanced hardware solution and unique storage
virtualization technology, the EVA is supported by a powerful, yet simple suite of management
applications making it easy for users to achieve the highest level of productivity. The EVA family’s
redundant architecture and value-added software is designed to eliminate any single point of failure
anywhere in the storage system.
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Case study objectives
The key focus of this paper is to provide post-production IT managers with the methodology, tools,
and recommendations necessary to fine tune their SAN environment to achieve peak performance
and availability with the variety of workflows and video format requirements.
1. Ability to identify the tuning parameters that will provide the best performance outcome
2. Develop a cursory understanding of the StorNext File System tuning for various rich media formats

and how they affect existing StorageWorks best practices with respect to installation, sizing,
configuration, and I/O performance:
a. EVA Connectivity, including multipathing, describing access path distribution for load
balancing and owning controller setting
b. Proper configuration/layout of Disk Groups and LUNs on the EVA
c.

Configuration of StorNext File System Stripe Groups

d. Optimum configuration for various video formats and mixed environments (ingest and
playback)
3. Develop a solution that will yield a high-performance video post-production editing and ingesting

solution with minimal file fragmentation
4. Develop a high availability solution that is capable of sustaining various component failures
5. Provide information on the performance impacts and pros/cons of the implementation

Case study configuration
• EVA4400
• Apple Mac Pro
• FC SAN (HBA/Switches)
• HP ProLiant Servers
– Metadata Controllers
– Command View Mgmt
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Figure 2: Hardware configuration
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Storage, server, and software configuration
Table 1: EVA4400 configuration
1 set (2 pairs) of Array Controllers
2 Disk shelves
4 GB total cache per controller
24 * 450 GB 15k
2 controller ports per controllers
Number of diskgroups: 1 – 3 diskgroups
Number of LUNs per diskgroups: Vary per test case
LUN sizes: Vary
LUN VRAID level: VRAID 5 and VRAID 1
Optimal path configuration: LUNs are configured using Path A/Path B failover failback setting at EVA
Array Firmware: 09501200

Table 2: Mac OS servers and Linux Metadata server Configuration
MAC OS Servers

StorNext Metadata Server

Mac Pros

DL380 G5 dual core

4 GB RAM

2 GB RAM

Quad Core single CPU

1 Dual Channel 2 GB HBA

Mac OS X 10.6

1 Gig-E network cards
RedHat Enterprise Linux 5 Update 1

Table 3: Quantum StorNext default configuration
Quantum StorNext

Apple XSAN

# of Stripe Groups:

XSAN Version: 2.2

# of LUNs per Stripe Groups: 2
Stripe Size: 64Kb (Default used. Varied
for some tests)
Block Size: 16Kb
LUN sizes: Vary
RAID Type: VRAID 5 for data LUN.
VRAID 1 for Metadata LUN
StorNext Software Version: 3.5.2

Table 4: ATTO Celerity 8GB HBA settings
HBA driver version: 1.20
Execution Throttle: 16
Load Balancing setting: Pressure
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ATTO Fibre Channel HBA configuration
High-end Fibre Channel storage solutions will consist of a centralized storage system with one or
more Mac workstations or Mac servers connected. High availability storage systems such as the
HP EVA will utilize dual active RAID controllers. These controllers act to protect data availability in
case of a drive failure.

Figure 3: High-end Fibre Channel storage solution

They also assist with increasing performance to the drives by aggregating the performance of multiple
drive spindles together. To complete the redundant solution, multiple host adapters must be present in
the host with multiple connections to each of the RAID controllers.

• RAID protects against a drive failure
• Dual RAID controllers protect against a controller failure
• Multiple connections to each RAID controller protects
against a port, cable or SFP (optical transceiver) failure
• Multiple ATTO Fibre Channel host adapters protects
against a host adapter failure
All active-active EVA such as the EVA4400 are dual controller asymmetrical active-active arrays
compliant with the SCSI ALUA standard.
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Designing for Path Failover
To take advantage of the dual controller systems and asymmetrical behavior in the EVA, at creation a
Virtual Disks (LUNs) is assigned to one of the two controllers. This controller then becomes the optimal
I/O path to that Virtual Disk. The second controller can still see the Virtual Disk, but it is considered to
be a non-optimal I/O path to the LUN. Note that only read I/O requests are affected by optimal and
non-optimal controller access. This topic will be further discussed later in this document. Most
configurations will consist of multiple Virtual Disks. To optimize for performance, the virtual disks
should be evenly distributed across the two controllers.
An ATTO dual channel Fibre Channel host adapter can be used to provide multiple I/O paths
between the workstation and the storage Virtual Disk.
From a conceptual level, some paths are “preferred” while others are “alternate”. In the following
figure, Controller #1 is the optimal path to LUN 1 and Controller #2 the optimal path to LUN 2. The
optimal paths are defined for each LUN independently.

Figure 4: ATTO HBA multipathing preferred/alternate path selection
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Path 1 and 3 will be set to “preferred” for LUN #1 and “alternate” for LUN #2. Conversely, path 2
and 4 will be set to “preferred” for LUN #2 and “alternate” for LUN #1. During normal operation, the
host adapter will send data through a “preferred” path to the LUN. In the event of a front-end path
failure, or if a controller needs to be taken off-line for field service, the Celerity host adapter will route
all traffic through the “alternate” path for continued access to the data. Once the controller is back
online or the failed path is restored, data will again be sent down the preferred path. All this occurs
without the need for user intervention.
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When the ATTO host adapter first logs in, the EVA will present the controllers along with the Virtual
Disks they own. The ATTO driver automatically configures each path to every virtual disk as either
preferred or alternate. This occurs independently for reads and writes. For ease of management, the
ATTO Configuration Tool will display every connection path between the workstation and the storage
LUNs available to that workstation.

Load Balancing
In addition to failover, the ATTO multipathing driver also supports load balancing. This is where the
host adapter driver can utilize more than one Fibre Channel Link to move data to/from a Virtual Disk,
effectively increasing the performance considerably.
Multipathing = Failover + Load Balancing
The host adapter will load balance whenever there are two or more paths to a Virtual Disk and at
least two of these paths are “preferred”. Consider the following figure that shows an EVA with two
Fibre Channel inputs per controller. Assume the Virtual Disk is owned by controller #1. This means
that reads from the Virtual Disk can occur through both inputs on controller #1. Writes can occur
through both ports on both controllers (four paths).

Figure 5: ATTO HBA Load Balancing
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Load balancing policies (algorithms) can be configured by the end user on a per LUN basis, giving
more control of how performance is balanced across RAID controllers and workstations in a SAN
environment. ATTO currently supports three load-balancing policies (Pressure, Round Robin, and
Queue Depth).
• Pressure (default/recommended): With Pressure based load balancing the path with the fewest
number of bytes currently being transferred is selected for I/O. Pressure based load balancing is
domain based. A domain can be thought of as the connection between a host adapter port and a
RAID Controller (Target ID). There could be multiple paths between the HBA and the target as is the
case when a host adapter port is connected to a switch—with more than one connection between
the switch and the RAID controller channel. The host adapter will write or read data from the
domain with the fewest bytes being transferred. For example, in the following figure there are two
domains with write access to the LUN. One from HBA port #1 to Raid Controller #1 and one from
HBA port #2 to RAID controller #2. Both paths are configured as “preferred” for writes.

Figure 6: ATTO multipathing domains

Even though there are two connections from the switch to each RAID, this is still only considered as
two domains. The single connection between the host adapter and the switch will be the limiting
factor with performance. The host adapter is intelligent enough to recognize this. If an application
is sending data to the LUN, the host adapter sees two domains it can use. If the first request is to
send a 1 MB block, it will go to target 1. If the application then issues two 512 KB writes, the host
adapter will route both these to target 2 because domain 1 will still have outstanding I/Os waiting
to finish. This algorithm usually results in the best performance for most applications.
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• Queue Depth: With Queue Depth load balancing the path with the fewest number of outstanding
I/O transactions is selected for I/O. Consider an application that simultaneously issues ten various
sized I/O’s to the target. Assuming there are two paths to the target, 5 I/O’s will go down one
path and 5 will go down the other. The size of each I/O does not matter in this case. This load
balancing policy is designed for those storage devices that have resource limitations on each target
port. If a dual ported device can only handle 10 I/Os on each port, an application can have a
queue depth of 20 and be guaranteed the target can process all requests immediately, regardless
of I/O size. Performance may suffer when this algorithm is selected and the environment includes
mixed I/O size transfers to many devices.
• Round Robin: With Round Robin, the least used path is selected for I/O. This policy is also target
based. Like Queue Depth, an I/O count is used for path selection; however, the count is cumulative
for all I/O in the current configuration (NOT the number of currently queued I/O’s). For example, if
an I/O operation starts and finishes on one path to a dual ported device, the second path is used
when the next I/O operation starts. The round robin policy exercises all paths when the application
queue depth to a target is 1. In other words, it makes sure that all hardware devices are used
evenly. The other policies select the same path repeatedly when the queue depth is 1. The primary
reason for using this policy is to exercise all paths when the application queue depth to a target is
one. The other policies will always select the same path when the queue depth is one.
Best practice: ATTO HBA load-balancing settings
Configure the ATTO multipathing driver to use the pressure load-balancing algorithm for all EVA
LUNs.

Performance can be increased even further when the ATTO multipathing driver is set up to load
balance across more than two connections to the same LUN. The EVA4400 has 2 host ports per
controller for a total of four controller host ports. Load balancing across all four ports increases the
bandwidth to the LUN 4X while also reducing latency and reducing the probability of loss of
connection to the LUN. The ATTO multipathing driver will support up to 12 host port Fibre Channel
connections into a LUN.

Viewing multipathing information
One of the strengths of the ATTO multipathing driver is the ability to monitor and manage the multiple
connections between the host and the storage. The Paths tab within the ATTO Configuration Utility
will show all associated paths to each Target or Virtual Disk, as well as the status of that path. It can
also be used to track statistics for data bytes transferred across each path. This offers a simple way to
monitor the state of the connectivity into the storage system. With systems that have multiple LUNs and
multiple paths to each LUN, the ability to easily monitor connectivity between the host and storage is
a beneficial. Please refer to the Mac OS X Fibre Channel connectivity to HP StorageWorks Enterprise Virtual
Array storage system configuration guide for more information.

The ATTO Config Tool can also be used to help diagnose performance issues and bottlenecks by
monitoring I/O statistics at a Path level such as Read/Write throughput (MB/sec), data bytes
read/written, command count per path and error count per path. Users can also monitor statistics at a
LUN level to isolate a “slow” LUN or a LUN that is seeing errors. The “path locate” feature can be
used to blink the LED on an associated host adapter port. This provides a quick visual indicator to
assure diagnostics and replacements are performed on the proper link.
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EVA configuration
The optimal configuration details of this solution, which includes optimal EVA diskgroup and Vdisk
configuration, will be highlighted in the tuning section of this document. However, some fundamental
EVA configuration settings and concepts are highlighted in the following paragraphs.

Asymmetric Logical Unit Access (ALUA) compliance
As mentioned earlier in this document, all Enterprise Virtual Arrays EVA8x00/6x00/4x00 are dualcontroller asymmetric active-active arrays and are compliant with the SCSI Asymmetric Logical Unit
Access (ALUA) standard for LUN access/failover and I/O processing. The array’s active-active nature
allows I/O requests to be serviced by either one of the two controllers to a LUN. However, the
asymmetric access nature of the array forces the optimal path to a LUN through one of the two
controllers. An optimal path is defined as an I/O path to the LUN with minimum processing overhead.
This capability means that the controller with the optimal path to the LUN, also known as the
managing controller, can issue I/O directly to the LUN. Whereas the non-managing controller, also
known as the proxy controller, can receive I/O requests for a LUN it does not manage but has to
proxy the request to the managing controller for processing to the LUN. For example, when a read
I/O request is sent to the non-managing controller for a LUN, this controller has to transfer this request
(proxy) to the managing controller for the LUN. The managing controller issues the I/O request to the
LUN and caches the response data. The managing controller then transfers this response data to the
non-managing controller so that the response data can be returned to the host through the
controller/host ports to which the host initially sent the request. This is why a proxy read (read through
the non-managing controller) has additional processing overhead. Note that write requests are not
affected by proxy processing overhead because write requests are automatically mirrored to both
controllers’ caches for enhanced fault tolerance. Thus the managing controller always has a copy of
the write request in its local cache and can process the request without the need of a proxy from the
non-managing controller.
The ability to identify and alter the LUN controller ownership is defined by the ALUA standard in the
SPC3 standard.
The EVA supports both implicit and explicit ALUA modes. This ability means that the array can assign
and change the managing controller for the LUN (implicit transition) and also allows a host driver to
set or change the LUN controller ownership (explicit transition).
The EVA array family also supports the following ALUA access types:
• Active-Optimized (AO): The path to the LUN is through the managing controller.
• Active-Non-Optimized (ANO): The path to the LUN is through the non-managing controller.
The ATTO HBA multipathing driver is also ALUA compliant. As discussed in the ATTO HBA
configuration section, the ATTO HBA multipathing driver is able to detect that a storage system is
ALUA-capable and utilize the ALUA compliance to optimize I/O processing to the controllers and
detect LUN failover between controllers.
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Array hardware configuration and cabling
Best practices for EVA hardware configuration, host mode configuration and cabling are well defined
in the Mac OS X Fibre Channel connectivity to HP StorageWorks Enterprise Virtual Array storage system
configuration guide for more information. For this subject, please refer to this guide, as this topic will not
be discussed here in great detail. However, it is important to note that when configuring Mac Systems
with the ATTO HBA to access an EVA in the SAN, it is highly recommended that administrators create
a redundant SAN environment by leveraging the EVA array redundant controllers, using at minimum:
• Two distinct Fibre Channel Switches
• Two single or multi-port Host Bus Adapters (HBA) per server
• A single SAN zone for each HBA port, which includes one or more array ports depending on the
desired configuration
The topology should look similar to figure 7 showing a Mac System attached to an EVA4000 through
a redundant fabric using dual channel ATTO Celerity HBAs.

Figure 7: SAN topology for EVA and using ATTO HBAs

There are several important reasons why the topology shown above is idea.
• The topology provides increased availability and fault tolerance. The environment is protected
against HBA, single fabric, and controller port or controller failures.
• As discussed earlier, it is always better to access a LUN through the optimal controller for read I/O.
Thus in the event of an HBA failure, failover will occur at the HBA but access to the LUN remains on
the same controller. For this reason, it is highly recommended that each HBA port access one or
more controller ports on each controller.
• Similarly, a controller failure in this topology will only trigger a controller failover, not necessarily an
HBA failover and both HBAs can still be used for load balancing I/O to the remaining controller.
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Diskgroup provisioning
An EVA diskgroup is the largest storage object within the EVA storage virtualization scheme and is
made up of a minimum of eight physical disks. Within a diskgroup, an administrator can carve
logical units of various sizes and RAID levels. For instance, the EVA will allow RAID 5, RAID 1, and
RAID 6 logical units to coexist in the same diskgroup on the same physical spindles. Thus sizing an
EVA diskgroup begins with understanding the nature of the workload characteristics in order to
provide adequate performance output. For example, the formula:
Number of drives needed =

(Total IOPS * RAID Penalty * write%) + (Total IOPS * read%)
Raw Performance of the disk drive

The Total IOPS and Read/Write ratios will depend on the application and media format being used.
The RAID penalty is defined as the number of I/Os to disk that result from every guest I/O because of
the use of a specific RAID level. For example, every I/O request to a RAID1 LUN results in actually 2
I/Os being issued in the array to provide RAID1 data protection.
Best practice for sizing an EVA diskgroup
Sizing of an EVA diskgroup should start with understanding of the application employed and the
workload characteristics of the desired media format to ensure adequate performance output.

The preceding formula identifies the number of disks required to handle the performance
characteristic of the application at hand. Additionally, the administrator must account for total storage
capacity required to meet the demand of the media and workflow at hand. This storage capacity can
be determined through simple math by aggregating the storage requirement for the various media
files that will be shared in the collaborative workflow environment. However, depending on the
storage optimization objective, the actual array formatted capacity yielded can be lower than the
simple aggregation of the required number of the EVA drives.
The HP StorageWorks Enterprise Virtual Array configuration best practices white paper defines three types of

storage optimization:
• Cost optimization

• Availability optimization
• Performance optimization
Each one of these optimization schemes is subject to specific storage overhead and deployment
consideration of the environment. There are a couple things to keep in mind to understand storage
overhead in an EVA—formatted binary capacity and sparing.
Although disk capacity is typically referred to in round integer numbers, actual storage capacity in an
EVA is tracked in binary form and formatted drive capacity is slightly smaller. For example, a 146 GB
drive provides about 136.73 GB of formatted capacity. This figure is approximately a 9.5%
difference. Additionally, sparing overhead in an EVA is defined as the amount of space that must be
reserved to be able to recover from physical disk failures on a diskgroup basis. Unlike many storage
systems, which set aside specific disks as spare drives; the EVA spreads the spare space (also known
as reconstruction space) across all the disks in the group. This action provides the greatest value for
eliminating the possibility of an assigned spare disk failing when it is needed for recovery. The
overhead created by sparing is calculated as follows:
Sparing Capacity = (Size of Largest Disk in Diskgroup * 2) * (Protection Level)
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Table 5: Protection levels

Disk drive protection levels
0 (None)
1 (Single)
2 (Double)

Figure 8: Disk protection level as seen in Command View EVA

Note
RAID 0 LUNs are not protected with any disk protection level.

The disk protection level can be found in the diskgroup properties using Command View EVA.
For a diskgroup where the largest disk drive capacity is 146 GB and a double disk failure protection
is required, sparing capacity will be equal to:
Sparing Capacity = (136.73 * 2) * 2 = 546.92 GB
As mentioned previously, sparing is not shared across diskgroups. Each diskgroup will have to
allocate its own sparing space based on the same formula shown above. This is one of the reasons
the EVA Configuration Best Practices highlights the following best practice:
Best practice for EVA diskgroup use
The use of a single EVA diskgroup, whenever possible, is adequate for all storage optimization types
(cost, performance, capacity).
However does this recommendation hold true for a post-production environment? This case study
results will determine whether this recommendation holds true for post-production environment as well.
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When optimizing for cost, an administrator’s goal is to keep system’s dollars/MB or GB low;
therefore, it makes sense to keep the number of diskgroups to a minimum and since the dollars per
MB/GB is lower as the drive capacity increases, it is best to use the largest disks of the same capacity
within a diskgroup. When using multiple disks of various capacities, it is best to also use them within
a single diskgroup rather than creating multiple diskgroups.
Best practice for filling the EVA
Fill the EVA with as many disks as possible using the largest equal-capacity disks.
When optimizing for availability, the administrator’s goal is to handle multiple levels of failures in the
array. The choice of diskgroup type, enhanced or basic, the LUN VRAID type, the number and choice
of disks in the disk group, protection levels and array-based copies all affect availability and, in turn,
affect the usable capacity of the system. Most often, the additional protection provided by using
double drive failure protection at the diskgroup level is not justified given the lost capacity tradeoff,
especially when a single drive failure protection is completely adequate for most environments.
Enhanced diskgroups provide VRAID 6 RAID protection along with the traditional EVA VRAID0, 1,
and 5. Furthermore, enhanced diskgroups also provide additional metadata protection. This
additional metadata protection comes at additional storage capacity cost. The use of VRAID1
provides higher data protection than VRAID5, but comes at a much higher storage cost.
Best practice for protecting the diskgroup
Single drive protection level is sufficient on the diskgroup unless the mean time to repair (MTTR) is
higher than seven days.

Best practice for using VRAID
Only use VRAID6 if necessary. VRAID5 comes at a lower storage-capacity cost and provides higher
performance while providing adequate redundancy.
When optimizing for performance, the administrator’s goal is to drive as much performance from the
system as possible. This goal also has implications on usable storage capacity due to the
configuration choices. For example, it may be desirable to segregate the small random workloads
with small response time requirements from sequential workloads. In this instance, the creation of two
diskgroups would be desirable, even though they cause additional sparing capacity utilization and
reserved sparing capacity within each diskgroup.
Best practice for using disks of various performance characteristics
When using disks of various performance characteristics, use a single diskgroup over multiple diskgroups.
Refer to the EVA configuration best practices guide for additional information on the optimization
considerations discussed.
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Vdisk provisioning
As previously discussed, all EVA active-active arrays are asymmetrical active-active arrays compliant
with the SCSI ALUA standard. When Vdisk are created on an EVA, an administrator has multiple
choices to handle the managing controller preference of the Vdisk (LUN):
• No Preference
– Controller ownership is non-deterministic. The unit ownership is alternated between controllers
during initial presentation or when controllers are restarted.
– On controller failover (owning controller fails), the units are owned by the surviving controller.
– On controller failback (previous owning controller returns), the units remain on the surviving
controller. No failback occurs unless explicitly triggered.
• Path A-Failover only
– At presentation, the units are brought online to controller A.
– On controller failover, the units are owned by surviving controller (B).
– On controller failback, the units remain on the surviving controller. No implicit failback occurs
unless explicitly triggered.
• Path A-Failover/failback
– At presentation, the units are brought online to controller A.
– On controller failover, the units are owned by surviving controller (B).
– On controller failback, the units are brought online on controller A implicitly.
• Path B-Failover only
– At presentation, the units are brought online to controller B.
– On controller failover, the units are owned by surviving controller (A).
– On controller failback, the units remain on the surviving controller. No implicit failback occurs
unless explicitly triggered.
• Path B-Failover/failback
– At presentation, the units are brought online to controller B.
– On controller failover, the units are owned by surviving controller (A).
– On controller failback, the units are brought online on controller B implicitly.
In the event of a controller failure which triggers a failover of all owned LUNs to the alternate
controller, it is critical that when the failed controller is restored, that the LUN ownerships that were
failed over to the surviving controller, are failed back to the restored controller. This action will ensure
that after a controller failover the system returns to its default balanced/configured state and that all
LUNs do not end up on a single controller causing an impact on the system performance.
For this, it is highly recommended that administrators configure their EVA Vdisks to either Path Afailover/failback or Path B-failover/failback, alternating the controller assignment for each Vdisk (LUN)
at creation time. This recommended configuration provides additional benefits with multi-pathing with
the ATTO multipathing drive as discussed in the ATTO configuration section for this document.
Best practice for controller ownership
EVA Vdisks should have their controller ownership alternated between controller A and controller B
using the Path-A-Failover/Failback or Path-B-Failover/Failback setting.
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EVA arrays are managed through a very simple, intuitive management GUI called Command View
EVA. Using Command View EVA, administrators can create LUNs, delete LUNs, create data
replication groups, and monitor the health of system components and much more. Command View’s
goal is to keep day-to-day storage administration simple. When performing batch operations, it is
recommended to use the Storage System Scripting Utility (SSSU). SSSU allows administrators to
quickly deploy large EVA configurations, back them up for future deployments and perform advanced
administrative tasks not available in the Command View GUI. StorNext File System SANs typically
have many EVA LUNs grouped in Stripe Groups which make up the file system. When configuring
such a large number of EVA LUNs for use in a StorNext SAN, the use of SSSU can significantly
reduce configuration time and operator errors. As indicated in this paper, the LUNs should be
configured so that they alternate between controller A and B using the pathA/pathB failover/failback
LUN access state. Appendix A provides a sample script to create multiple Vdisks (LUNs), alternate
their path preference between the two controllers and present them to a Mac host.

StorNext Configuration
As with the EVA configuration details, the optimal StorNext configuration details of this solution are
highlighted in the tuning section of this document. However, some fundamental StorNext configuration
settings and concepts are highlighted below. For more detailed information on StorNext File System
tuning, refer to the StorNext File System v3.5.1 tuning guide

Stripe Group
A Stripe Group is a collection of disks that are a specific StripeBreadth. They consist of one or more
LUNs and can be used to store metadata information, journaling information, and user data, or any
combination of the three. For best performance, stripe groups should be “exclusive,” meaning that
they hold only one type of data. Typically, all but two stripe groups will be data only (the other two
being one metadata-only and the other being journal-only). StorNext uses Stripe Groups to orchestrate
how files are laid down on the disks in that stripe group using that stripe group's stripebreadth, which
is how much data is written to one disk in the stripe group before data is written to the next disk. If a
file system has six stripe groups, and is using the default “AllocationStrategy” of “Round” (that is,
round-robin), the first file written gets written to Stripe Group1, the next would be routed to Stripe
Group2. This scheme continues in round robin manner, allowing multiple simultaneous writes to occur
to these stripe groups, but offset from the previous five writes. Once a file is allocated on a specific
stripe group, StorNext tries to allocate all future blocks for that file from that original stripe group, only
directing allocations to a different stripe group if the original stripe group is 100% full.
Best practice for Stripe Group use
Stripe Group should be configured to hold only one type of data
A best practice for StorNext use with EVAs in video editing environments is “The more stripe groups
the better.” And with the EVA's ability to create vLUNs of any size, it seems useful to create many
small vLUNs, rather than just a few large vLUNs. One best practice is to make vLUNs in the 250 GB
to 500 GB range, rather than just making them all 2 TB. It's more work to set up, but it makes better
use of the internal bandwidth of the EVA, and allows for more stripe groups which reduces file
contention and fragmentation due to files being interleaved (checker boarded) during creation. If you
know how many files will be created at peak time, creating that many stripe groups would be ideal.
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Best practice for Stripe Group use
Using more Stripe Groups is better more performance.

Stripe Breadth
Later in this whitepaper, the impact of changing the Stripe Breadth size on the overall performance is
discussed. But it is important to understand the concept of the StorNext Stripe Breadth setting. Stripe
Breadth is the size of the IO to each disk in the stripe group before going on to the next disk in the
stripe group. The larger the Stripe Breadth size, the larger the “chunks” of data that StorNext reads or
writes when the customer’s application interacts with the file system.
Each stripe group can have a different Stripe Breadth (the origin of the term stripe group) and specific
files with different IO needs can be directed to specific stripe groups, and therefore stripe breadths,
using StorNext affinities. For instance, you can use affinities and Stripe Breadth in this manner to
distinguish audio files with different read and write IO size parameters from video files which may
perform better with larger IO request sizes. The Stripe Breadth must be in multiples of the file system's
block size, but is otherwise unlimited.
Best practice for Stripe Breadth Size
The Stripe Breadth must be in multiples of the file system’s block size.

Metadata and journal stripe groups
The first stripe group should be dedicated to the metadata. Quantum recommends having two Vdisks in
one metadata stripe group to improve StorNext parallelism in metadata operations. This paper will
explore if this recommendation holds true for EVA configurations. Ideally, the second stripe group should
be dedicated to the journal file(s). Each file system requires its own journal. The journal stripe group can
be from a Vdisk that is only slightly larger than the journal (since that's the only file that will on that stripe
group). A Vdisk of 500 MB is adequate in almost all cases (the journal is typically limited to 16 – 64
MB, but it can be increased by the administrator as needed). Both metadata and journal stripe group
should consist in a single Vdisk configured in RAID1. The journal stripe group should consist in a single
Vdisk configured in RAID1. For high I/O environments, like those with lots of ingest, create, delete,
and/or automated scripting it is beneficial to have multiple small LUNs for StorNext Meta Data.
A single Meta Data Stripe Group with LUN count of four (4) is an adequate configuration.

Block size
Setting the StorNext file system block size parameter allows you to tune the size of the block
increments that the file system does its reads and writes from memory to disk. Many applications work
fine with a 16K Block Size. For a file system that is large, composed of large files, or has many files
in its directories, a best practice recommendation is using 64K blocks. When you have a lot of files in
a directory, the 64K blocks speed directory information and help to compact the bitmap for more
efficient memory use.
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Buffer Cache vs. Direct Memory Access
The default Buffer Cache size of 64K is fine for most video editing applications, like Final Cut Pro. The
default setting for file IO to begin using Direct Memory Access versus buffering IO is 1M. If writes are
smaller that 1M+1byte then autodma has not been hit, and the writes are buffered before the write is
performed. Refer to the Quantum StorNext File System tuning guide for more details on these parameters,
since they can radically affect how applications interact with the file system and storage subsystem.

Other StorNext parameters
For file systems that have large files, another best practice recommendation is that you increase the
InodeExpandMin/Inc/Max parameters to 2M/8M (or 16M)/512M. This helps in reducing inode
fragmentation for applications like Final Cut Pro and Apple Finder copies where IOs are above the DMA
write threshold often exceeds the default of 1M “to” This helps in reducing inode fragmentation for
applications like Final Cut Pro and Apple Finder copies where IOs are above the DMA write threshold.

Affinities
While the testing done for this whitepaper did not involve the use of Affinities, Affinities are another
useful means to steer data to portions of the file system tuned for the particular application or data
type. Affinities are a feature of the StorNext File System to give users more control on how files are
laid out in the file system and the performance of data files. An affinity is a label or mapping that ties
a directory in the file system to a specific Stripe Group. When you write files to a directory, StorNext
uses affinities to transparently write those files to the desired Stripe Group. Affinities allow you to tune
the performance characteristics for certain data types without having to create separate sections of a
single file system (for example, one for critical data and another for temporary data).
NOTE:
Affinities can be very beneficial for overall file system performance.
Affinities can direct file allocation to appropriate stripe groups according to
performance requirements. For example, stripe groups can be set up with
unique hardware characteristics such as fast disk versus slow disk, or wide
stripe versus narrow stripe. Affinities can then be employed to steer files to
the appropriate stripe group.
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Case study
The challenge of identifying best practice configuration guidelines for the Media and Entertainment
market is the disparity between the different workflows and file formats utilized. Each exhibits different
performance characteristics. Thus the following variables need to be considered:
• Number of workstations concurrently communicating with the storage. This will define the number of
concurrent video streams that need to be supported.
• Percentage of reads versus writes at any given time.
Video format(s) being used. This will define the average transfer size per stream.
The following example workflows were used to identify commonalities between the various file
formats each workflow requires:
News show characteristics:
• 10 – 100 editor/viewer stations
• Moderate quality SD or HD media throughout (5 – 30 MB/sec per client)
• Large numbers of ingest systems. Can assume 50% reads/50% writes
• Very short turnaround. Data remains for 30 min – 8 hours, before being moved to near-line or archive
• Large amount of storage: 35 – 50 TB (online/near-line combined)
• One to seven day shelf life for near-line
Studio talk show characteristics:
• 10 – 15 editor/assistant stations
• High quality SD or HD media throughout (27 MB/sec or more per client)
• Limited ingest. Can vary between 10 to 30% writes/70 to 90% reads
• Short to medium turnaround (3 to 14 days)
• Large amount of storage: 60+ TB 10+ shows in production/100+ shows online
• At the end of the season, episodes are moved to near-line or archive.
• Video tapes tend to be used for archive
Promo production characteristics:
• 2 – 6 editor/assistant stations
• High quality SD or HD media throughout (27 MB/sec or more per client)
• Limited ingest. Can vary between 10 to 30% writes/70 to 90% reads
• Short turnaround. One to three days
• Moderate amount of storage: 10 – 20 TB
Feature film characteristics:
• 2 – 8 editor/assistant stations
• Most work done using low resolution SD or HD media (3 – 15 MB/sec per client)
• Final grade and mastering done using uncompressed HD or higher (up to 300 MB/sec)
• Limited ingest. Can vary between 10 to 20% writes/80 to 90% reads
• Long turnaround: 6 – 12 months
• Small amount of storage: 8 – 16 TB
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The following table defines the video format the study in this paper focused on. The Final Cut Pro
transfer size and the required throughput rate to stream the video during playback for each format are
also defined below.
Table 6: Case Study video format
Video Format

Final Cut Transfer Size

Minimum Mbps

120 KB

3.6 Mbps

DVCPro HD 720p60

236 KB

5.8 Mbps

DVCPro HD 1080i60

472 KB

14 Mbps

Apple Pro Res HD HQ

673 KB

220 Mbps

1080i 10-bit (YUV)

5400 KB

165 Mbps

1080i 10-bit (RGB)

8100 KB

247 Mbps

Standard Def Video
DV, DVCAM, DVCPro
Compressed Hi Def

Uncompressed Hi Def

As discussed above, various workflows characteristics yield different read/write access ratios. To
cover a large sample of the various types of workflow and their respective I/O requirements this
paper will explore the following combination of read/write I/O ratios using the video formats from
Table 5 highlighted in red:
• 10% writes/90% reads
• 30% writes/70% reads
• 100% writes/0% reads
• 0% writes/100% reads
Each file format and access ratio combination is tested against various array and StorNext file system
configurations to determine the optimal performance configuration.
With so many variables to take into account, the methodology for this study had to be simple, efficient
but very methodological. The study followed the basic principle of changing one variable at a time to
understand its impact on the overall system configuration, while keeping all other variables constant
through various tests. Methodically iterating through all relevant variable one at a time derived the
optimal EVA and StorNext configuration presented in this paper.
Based on the above selected workload patterns a combination of the lmdd and Hewlett-Packard dp
load generation tools were used to determine the optimum EVA disk array and StorNext File system
configuration. lmdd was used to create files used by the dp tool as the load generation for read
and/or write access and performance analysis.
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Defining constants
There are a number of tunable variables at the HBA, the storage system and the StorNext File System.
For this, keeping key variable constant during test iterations yielded comparable and accurate results.
The following remained constant for all test cases performed:
• EVA diskgroup was configured with 24 physical drives of 450 GB 15K RPM
• The StorNext File System block size was 16K
• A single VRAID 1 LUN was used for Metadata and Journal 1
• As the number of Stripe Groups increased, the LUN sizes were modify to ensure that approximately
the same amount of storage capacity was used
• ATTO HBA was configured to use the Pressure Load balancing algorithm
• EVA LUNs were created with controller alternating controllers
• Two Mac Host each generated 10 I/O streams of block size and read/write ratio were determined
by the video format used
• Every Stripe Group was configured with two Vdisks for all the tests except for the optimal number of
Vdisk per Stripe Group test
• The default stripe breadth used was 64K. This value was varied during the optimal stripe breadth
testing

Test methodology
Determining the optimal diskgroup configuration
As discussed in the EVA configuration section of this paper, EVA general best practices guidelines
recommend configuring a single diskgroup for most application for best performance, cost and
availability consideration. The first objective of this study was to determine whether this
recommendation would hold valid for a rich media post production workflow using the various video
formats outlined in table 5. For this the following configurations were tested against each video format
listed in table 5 with each read/write ratios defined:
• A single diskgroup with 24 physical drives
• Two diskgroups with 12 physical drives in each diskgroup
• Three diskgroups with 8 physical drives in each diskgroup
Each configuration had 40 EVA Vdisks.
The analysis results indicate that a single diskgroup configuration is the most efficient for most video
format at the various read/write ratios. The uncompressed 1080i (RGB), Uncompressed 1080i (YUV)
and DV/DVC Pro/DVCAM formats benefited from a slight performance improvement when using a
70/30 read/write ratio and the three-diskgroup configuration. However the performance
improvement was not significant enough to justify the storage capacity penalty that comes with a
three-diskgroup configuration (See sparing penalty in the previous EVA configuration section).
Best practice for diskgroup configuration
Use of a single EVA diskgroup, is adequate for all media format and access rates.

1
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Note that in high I/O production environments, like those with logs of ingest, create, delete and/or automated scripting, it is beneficial to have
multiple smalls LUNs for StorNext Meta Data. See the StorNext Configuration of this paper for more details.

Determining the optimal number of Vdisk per Stripe Group
The optimal diskgroup configuration derived from the previous test was use as the disk configuration
for this test. Three Stripe Group configurations were tested:
• 1 EVA diskgroup with 24 physical drives and 2 Vdisks per Stripe Group
• 1 EVA diskgroup with 24 physical drives and 4 Vdisks per Stripe Group
• 1 EVA diskgroup with 24 physical drives and 6 Vdisks per Stripe Group
The analysis results indicated that a single EVA diskgroup with 2 Vdisks per Stripe Group is the most
efficient configuration for most video format and read/write ratios tested against. The 90/10
read/write ratio using the Uncompressed 1080i (RGB & YUV) and DV/DVC Pro/DVCAM showed
better performance of approximately 20 MB/s with a six Vdisks per Stripe Group configuration
compared to the single diskgroup with two Vdisk per Stripe Group configuration.
Best practice for number of Vdisks per Stripe Group
The use of two Vdisks per Stripe Group with each Vdisks configured with its ownership alternating
controllers is most efficient for all media format and access rates.
Determining the optimal Stripe Breadth
Building upon the findings from the two previous test cases, this test’s goal is to determine which
Stripe breadth is most optimal for a SNFS SAN with EVA. The stripe breadth values of 32K, 64K,
128K, 256K, 512K, and 1024K were tested.
The analysis results indicated a bit more disparity in performance as expected with the various media
format and read/write characteristics. At Stripe Breadth equal to or above 512K, a drastic
performance drop was noticeable. Whereas, Stripe Breadth of 32K and 64K provided very similar
and optimum performance characteristics for most media format at various access rates. 100%
sequential read or write ratios showed better overall performance at 256K Stripe Breadth. Apple
ProRes HD HQ, DVCPro HD 1080i and DVpro HD720p showed better overall performance for the
various read/write ratios using 128K stripe breadth.
These results prove that the stripe breadth is a very important consideration when building a StorNext
File System that needs to be tailored to the environment at hand, especially since the entire file system
must be rebuilt to change the Stripe Breadth. If rebuilding the file system isn't an option, additional
stripe groups can be added at a later date with different Stripe Breadth sizes and, coupled with
affinities, can be used to direct files to the new stripe groups to improve performance. This requires a
lot of time to move files in the file system to the new stripe groups and may leave the system with a
large amount of sub-optimal storage. If multiple video formats are used (or added) this might be a
very good strategy over a compromised Stripe Breadth, when building a StorNext File System in an
EVA SAN the following best practice is a very optimal place to start.
Best practice for optimal Stripe Breadth
Workflows, which require ingesting files on the same file system where media is being edited, can
benefit from a Stripe Breadth of 256K for best overall performance. For all others 64K Stripe Breadth
is an optimum Stripe Breadth for most media formats and access ratios.
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Determining the optimal number of Stripe Group in a file system
For this test, a Stripe Breadth of 64K was used and three file system configuration were compared
each configured respectively with 5, 10, and 20 Stripe Groups. During each iteration, the total
number of physical disk and Vdisks was unchanged:
• Test 1: 20 Stripe Groups with 2 Vdisks per Stripe Group
• Test 2: 10 Stripe Groups with 4 Vdisks per Stripe Group
• Test 3: 5 Stripe Groups with 8 Vdisks per Stripe Group
The analysis results indicated that performance drastically went down as the number of Stripe Group
decreased. Comparing results from the preceding Test 1 and 3, performance drops of 120 MB/s was
observed.
Best practice optimal number of Stripe Group
When adding capacity to an existing SNFS in an EVA SAN, it is recommended to add additional
Vdisks in new Stripe Group (2 Vdisks per Stripe Groups) instead of adding them to existing Stripe
Group. The more Stripe Groups, the better the performance.

StorNext File System Scale Up vs. Scale Out
The EVA configuration used in this study employed 24 physical drives, which are enough to achieve
theoretical controller throughput limits. Additional storage capacity additions in this case will not yield
increased throughput from the overall system. In this case it is recommended to stripe the StorNext File
System across two or more EVAs to benefit from the increased EVA controller throughput.
Striping a StorNext File System across multiple EVAs present high availability challenges in the event of
array failure. Depending on the configuration, a failure of any one of the storage systems can render
parts or all of the StorNext File System unusable until the array is serviced and brought back online.
Typical scale out deployments will create a Stripe Group with four Vdisks, two from each EVA, with
each Vdisks optimal access path set to a different EVA controller. Alternatively, one can create Stripe
Groups comprised of two Vdisks from the same EVA, with each Vdisks optimal access path set to a
different EVA controller. The file system is built by alternating Stripe Groups created from each EVA.
In the first case, the loss of an EVA means that every Stripe Group loses data (all files are missing
50% of their data). In the latter configuration, the loss of an EVA means that every other Stripe Group
loses data (50% of the files are lost while the unaffected files are intact). Though none of the
configuration guarantees availability in a scale out configuration, the second configuration provides
improved availability.
In the event, the metadata Vdisks resides on the EVA that fails then the entire file system may be lost.

Summary
The best practices highlighted in this document, in most environments, will provide improved
performance and yield high availability of the StorNext File System SAN configuration. However,
with the multitude of workflows and media files utilized in the industry, it is recommended to
experiment with various defaults for the environment at hand using actual production like I/O. This
will ensure that the special requirements outside of the scope of this paper are taken into account
when fine tuning the specific environment. Nevertheless, this document is a practical reference guide
of array, HBA, and StorNext File System best practices for anyone configuring and tuning a StorNext
File System with HP Enterprise Virtual Arrays.
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Appendix A
SSSU EVA configuration script
This sample SSSU script will create and present multiple LUNs to Mac hosts.
The following SSSU script will:
• Create a diskgroup with 24 disks.
• Set the diskgroup sparing policy to single drive failure.
• Create Vdisk folders.
• Add a Mac host and a Linux MDC host and their respective HBA presentations to the EVA and
assign the appropriate host profile: Apple Mac OS X and Linux to each host.
• Create three Vdisks and present one Vdisk to the MDC host and two Vdisks to the Mac host.
• Vdisks are created alternating their ownership between the two controllers.
!
! SSSU CAPTURE script checksum start
!
! CAPTURE CONFIGURATION Step1A on Thu Sep 10 16:44:16 2009
!
! Manager: localhost
! System: LE_TOP
!
! SSSU Build 012309A for EVA Version 9.0.0
!
SET OPTIONS ON_ERROR=HALT_ON_ERROR
ADD SYSTEM "LE_TOP" DEVICE_COUNT=24 SPARE_POLICY=SINGLE
DISKGROUP_DISKTYPE=ONLINE DISKGROUP_TYPE=ENHANCED
SELECT SYSTEM "LE_TOP"
!
!
! Original controller names were:
!
! \Hardware\Controller Enclosure\Controller 2
! \Hardware\Controller Enclosure\Controller 1
!
!
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SET DISK_GROUP "\Disk Groups\Default Disk Group" NAME="DG1"
SET DISK_GROUP "\Disk Groups\DG1" OCCUPANCY_ALARM=90
ADD FOLDER "\Virtual Disks\DATA_DISKS"
ADD FOLDER "\Virtual Disks\MD_DISK"
ADD HOST "\Hosts\mac1" IP=DYNAMIC_IP_ASSIGNMENT OPERATING_SYSTEM=MACOSX
WORLD_WIDE_NAME=2100-0010-8602-003C
SET HOST "\Hosts\mac1" ADD_WORLD_WIDE_NAME=2100-0010-8602-003D
ADD HOST "\Hosts\mdc" IP=DYNAMIC_IP_ASSIGNMENT OPERATING_SYSTEM=LINUX
WORLD_WIDE_NAME=5006-0B00-00C1-7488
SET HOST "\Hosts\mdc" ADD_WORLD_WIDE_NAME=5006-0B00-00C1-748A
ADD VDISK "\Virtual Disks\MD_DISK\mdd1" DISK_GROUP="\Disk Groups\DG1"
SIZE=80 REDUNDANCY=VRAID1 WRITECACHE=WRITEBACK MIRRORCACHE=MIRRORED
READ_CACHE NOWRITE_PROTECT OS_UNIT_ID=0 PREFERRED_PATH=PATH_B_BOTH
WAIT_FOR_COMPLETION
ADD LUN 1 VDISK="\Virtual Disks\MD_DISK\mdd1\ACTIVE" HOST="\Hosts\mdc"
ADD VDISK "\Virtual Disks\DATA_DISKS\Vdisk001" DISK_GROUP="\Disk
Groups\DG1" SIZE=180 REDUNDANCY=VRAID5 WRITECACHE=WRITEBACK
MIRRORCACHE=MIRRORED READ_CACHE NOWRITE_PROTECT OS_UNIT_ID=0
PREFERRED_PATH=PATH_A_BOTH WAIT_FOR_COMPLETION
ADD LUN 2 VDISK="\Virtual Disks\DATA_DISKS\Vdisk001\ACTIVE"
HOST="\Hosts\mac1"
ADD VDISK "\Virtual Disks\DATA_DISKS\Vdisk002" DISK_GROUP="\Disk
Groups\DG1" SIZE=180 REDUNDANCY=VRAID5 WRITECACHE=WRITEBACK
MIRRORCACHE=MIRRORED READ_CACHE NOWRITE_PROTECT OS_UNIT_ID=0
PREFERRED_PATH=PATH_B_BOTH WAIT_FOR_COMPLETION
ADD LUN 3 VDISK="\Virtual Disks\DATA_DISKS\Vdisk002\ACTIVE"
HOST="\Hosts\mac1"
ADD VDISK "\Virtual Disks\DATA_DISKS\Vdisk003" DISK_GROUP="\Disk
Groups\DG1" SIZE=180 REDUNDANCY=VRAID5 WRITECACHE=WRITEBACK
MIRRORCACHE=MIRRORED READ_CACHE NOWRITE_PROTECT OS_UNIT_ID=0
PREFERRED_PATH=PATH_A_BOTH WAIT_FOR_COMPLETION
!
! SSSU CAPTURE script checksum end: 80173ff3
Refer to the SSSU users guide for more information on the SSSU command set which can be found in
the documents folder of the Command View EVA install media.
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For more information
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http://www.attotech.com/solutions/hp
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